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Does
these
all ring
true for
you?

Can I ask?
• Are You struggling with Your ADHD
symptoms?

• Feeling Overwhelmed?

• Do you Feel like your mind is racing
at 500mph sometimes?

• Have you had many jobs?

• Moved house lots of times?

• Do you have difficulty in your
Relationships?



The Top 3 Challenges
of ADHD.

MyPersonal Story
Hello, my name is Richard. Until the age of forty-seven I struggled with (Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) ADHD, I couldn't focus whilst at school, worked in
fifty-five jobs and businesses, was made redundant twelve times and had
thirty-eight different addresses.

ADHD canmake you feel unsettled in every life area, changing address isn't
always the solution. Always remember that you take your issues with youwhere
ever you go.

Additionally, I went through bankruptcy and home repossession and had many
unsatisfied relationships. This all led me to create ADHDCODE as from the 6th
March 2020, I found the imbalances that caused my ADHD. Since then I have been
able to find and release others imbalances that have completely relieved my
ADHD symptoms. FromMarch 2020 I have helped countless others with ADHD to
feel peaceful, centred and grounded so they canmove forwards in their life with
happiness and ease.

• Impulsivity
• Inattention
• Hyperactivity



Howdo the above challenges
play out in your life?
1. Impulsivity is likely to cause you to;
• Interrupt others

• Difficulty waiting for your turn in checkout/ school and/ or social games.

• Tend to blurt out answers instead of waiting to be called upon

• Take frequent risks and oftenwithout thinking before acting.

2. Inattention is likely to cause you to;
• Have a short attention span

• Have difficulty listening to others

• Have difficulty attending to details

• Be easily distracted

• Be forgetful

• Have poor organizational skills for age

3. Hyperactivity is likely to cause you;
• To be in constant motion; runs or climbs, at times with apparent goal

except motion.

• Difficulty remaining in his/ her seat even when it is expected.

• To Fidget with hands or squirms when in his or her seat; fidgeting excessively

• To Talk excessively

• Difficulty engaging in quiet activities

• To lose or forget things repeatedly and often

• The Inability to stay on task; shifts fromone task to another without bringing any

to completion



Which of these Top 3 Challenges
do you experience and how
does it play out in your life?
Have you had lots of addresses?

Do you change your job frequently?

Do you find it hard to be organised and tidy in everything you do?

Do you feel overwhelmed in your relationships?

Does your mind feel like a Fast Motor that doesn't stop racing?

Howdoes thismake you feel?
• Shame

• Guilt

• Overwhelmed

• Failure

• AnOutsider sometimes

• Anger & Frustration

You can be shown to follow your strengths and live your life as your true self. If

you try and be someone your not youwill live a life of frustration and come across

obstacles that stop youmoving forwards.



Frommy ownhealing discoveries, the root causes of ADHD are a lack of

dopamine and a lack of iron in the frontal lobe area of the brain. The

dopamine pathways are supposed to supply us with a regular shot of

dopamine. However, in people with ADHD, there is a lack supply of

dopamine in the frontal lobe area.

Well, it may have come fromnumerous underlying causes. For example,

a trauma from this life-time, or fromwhen you were in the womb or

from a past life and other energies that contribute to this ADHD

condition. I personally had to release energies from 17 generations ago

whenmy maternal grandma onmy mum's side had a frontal lobe brain

trauma. This trauma had gone down each generation to me whichwas

one of the main reasons I was suffering.

Frommyowndiscoveries, there
are 4different types of ADHD;

What are the root causes of ADHD

So,what has caused an imbalance
in dopamine?

Combined type, Impulsive, inattention, hyperactive and distractability.

Impulsive/ Hyperactive Type

Inattentive/ Distractable Type

Impulsive, Inattention, Hyperactive Type

Which type
are you?



Muscle testing is very useful tool to find out someone's underlying

causes and imbalances to certain unwanted symptoms of the mind and

body. You can get 'Yes' or 'No' answers that help you identify a needle in

the haystack so to speak. Muscle testing is also useful to test your

energy around your ideal job, business and whether someone is

compatible with you or not.

Muscle testing originates with Aristotle (384-322 B.C who was named

the “Father of Kinesiology”.

Later on, further work by Dr Robert W. Lovett fromMassachusetts in the

1920s and Henry and Florence Kendall in the 1930s, and then in the

1960s Dr George Goodheart brought everything together and formed a

system called ‘Applied Kinesiology’. Since then, many chiropractors,

healers are usingmuscle testing and finding amazing relief and

experiencing positive changes for themselves and their clients.

I got started inmuscle testing in 2011 when I used a pendulum and I

tried doing the sway test when I used other healingmodalities. The

process of the 'Sway Test' is explained below in a couple paragraphs.

Muscle testing is a handy skill to test things like ‘What is the most

optimal food/ supplement for me to buy? Ask questions around your

health, relationships, career and money. Muscle testing is very useful for

asking about any life areas that bother you or when you need to make

important decisions.

What are the solutions?

Muscle Testing:



I will introduce you now to the Sway Test. You can try using a pendulum

however just bear inmind you are using something that is outside of

you and so sometimes the sway test is better because you are using

your body and you can also get used to tuning into your intuitionwhich

is much better. Also, I'm just showing you the basic methodology

below. The one that I use in healing sessions is a lot more

comprehensive because I have to properly calibrate myself and my

clients for an optimal healing session.

Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and slightly bend your knees.

Repeat the word “Yes” and then repeat the word “No”. If you sway

forwards that’s a YES and backwards is a NO. If you say your name and

you sway backwards, that’s a sign you are having polarity issues. If this

happens - repeat this sentence to yourself “I now release all energies

that are causingme polarity issues frommy inner being, Cleared cleared

cleared. Did I clear it? If you get a yes then you can carry on asking

questions and getting the right answers. So eventually when you say

your name and you naturally sway forwards then your muscle testing is

correct.

Also release any other energies if you are uncentred and ungrounded

because these will make your muscle testing unreliable and inaccurate.

This is a very basic course until I teach you a more advanced way that

will make the accuracy of your testing razor sharp. However, it is a good

starting point, and it gets you into muscle testing.

Drinkmore water if you are dehydrated. Once you get used to muscle

testing and you get more confident you can ask any questions about

you and your life, relationships, money and abundance, health issues,

anything that is holding you back! Good luck with it all! This is gold and

can change your life! It has certainly changed my life for the better.

1. Sway Test



1. Am I Hydrated, Centred, Grounded, Ready?
YES. IsmyPolarity Correct?Yes

Ask the followingquestions;

Remember if you get a No go to repeating this statement. I now release

any energies that causingme to feel uncentred ungrounded or any

energies that causingmy polarity to be incorrect frommy inner being.

Clear Clear Clear them all now.

2. Am I perceivingEverythingRelated to this
SessionAccurately?YES
Same again if you get a No, release energies fromyour inner being

that is causing you to misperceive everything. Clear all from the inner

being level.

I can imagine that now youwant to start releasing dopamine, however

that’s why booking a call with myself is recommended, because dopamine

is difficult to release on your own when you have no or little experience

inmuscle testing. At least for now practice basic muscle testing so you can

start tuning into your own inner power. Please email info@adhdcode.com

if youwant to get in touch and book a FREE Strategy Sessionwith Richard.

4. I now connect tomy inner being. AM I now
connected tomy inner being?YES.
99.9% of the time youwill get a YES at this stage and then start you

own healing session. If you get NO, go through the steps again to

see if there still is block.

3. Is there anythingcurrently interferingwith
mymuscle testing?NO if a Yes release
energies that are interferingand clear from
the inner being level.

As soon as youget the aboveYES answers then
you can start.



Whenmuscle testing - types of questions you
can ask are:

Think about what areas of
your life youwant to know
more about and improve.
It all starts here!

1. Do I have any blocks around doing exercise?

2. On a scale of 0 to 10, 10 being excellent, what is my level of

self-confidence around public speaking?

3. Are there any underlying reasons for why I am feeling anxiety today?

Is it frommy lifetime? Past life? Inherited? Or from the time when I was

in the Womb?Which one is it? Askmore questions to determine when it

was. Determine age?Whose energy?What event happened?Determine

if you can keep digging into the questions to get all the info?Then ask

do I need any more information to release it? If you get a ‘no’, then

repeat, “I now set the intention to release all of this energy from this

time, clear it all out now frommy inner being level, cleared cleared

cleared!” “Did I clear it?” Yes or No.

Remember these are very basic instructions and in order to be more

successful you need to be uplifted and finely tuned so you can be more

effective at muscle testing and releasing. These practices are a great

start and really tune into your body to get answers. Please have some

patience and time to practice. Learning a new skills can take time to

master. Remember Rome wasn't built in a day.

Well done so far!



GoodDiet:
The major issue today is candida overgrowths. Candida albicans is a

harmless yeast, a type of fungus. However, this harmless yeast can

multiply and spread all of the other body causing a whole list of

illnesses and diseases such as autoimmune system, obesity, and

endocrine disorders, depression, anxiety and may worsen ADHD. Also

too much stress, tiredness, vaccines, antibiotics, medicines can help

multiply even more candida overgrowths. If you have athletes foot, toe

nail fungus or suffer from bloating then there is a good chance you

have candida overgrowths. For ultimate health eat foods such as all

vegetables, salads, except for corn, mushrooms, peas and potatoes for

at least 90 days. Then you can bring in sweet potato after the 3 month

time. Nuts and seeds are really good source of protein and fibre such

as; almonds, brazil nuts, flaxseed, hazelnuts, sunflower seeds, chia

seeds. Remember do not eat nuts if you have nut allergy. It is possible

to clear food allergies with the right diet and energy healing.

Fruits are good such 1 apple per day, or blueberries, blackberries and

strawberries.

For meats you want to cut out all processed meat and ideally you

want to consume organic steak, chicken, and fresh wild salmon.

Modern day farming uses antibiotics and hormones in their livestock

so make sure your meat is from good sources.

Remember eating a high carbohydrate diet, such as breads, pizzas,

hamburgers, salami, cakes, biscuits, beers and lots of caffeinated

drinks will cause you major health problems later.

Most people reach out to comfort foods such as cakes, biscuits and

breads because of different stressors in their life. That is why its

important to do your own muscle testing and release the negativity so

then you are less likely to eat these foods. The more you can help



yourself with eating well and stopping cravings, the less likely you will

have a candida overgrowth problem. Then you can stay clear of toe

nail fungus, bloating, diabetes, obesity, mental health issues,

autoimmune system disease and multiple sclerosis and calm your

nervous system down.

Now muscle test, how many candida overgrowths do I have in my

body? Get number and then with intention release that number down

to zero. Repeat this statement “I now set the intention to release all 1

million candida overgrowths down to zero, clear clear clear. Are they

all clear? If you get a No then ask how many you got down too and

then repeat the intention statement again til you get down to zero.

Getting these candida overgrowths down to zero will help you

manage your cravings.

So, now when you are confident at muscle testing you can test to see

what is optimal for you with regards to your nutrition and your ADHD.

So, muscle test what and when to eat is optimal.

Is it optimal for me to be a vegan/vegetarian?

Is it meat and vegetables and low levels of simple carbohydrates ?

Is it fish and vegetables?

How much fruit is optimal?

Do you have food allergies? If so, find a list of foods on google and

muscle test down the list and find out which foods you react too. Is it

optimal for you to eat these foods anymore?

Once you can release the energies that are causing the allergy you

can enjoy eating the foods you like without suffering the side effects.



Is there any energies or limiting beliefs that is causing me to crave

junk food? For example, test out your favourite chocolate bar. How

much do I crave this Mars chocolate bar on a scale of 0 to 10? 10 being

I really want it now and zero you have no craving. If you have a high

number its 10, then ask how many blocks do I have that is causing me

cravings? i.e infinity blocks.

The Steps are below as an example;

1. How many blocks do I have that is causing me cravings? i.e infinity

blocks.

2. Can I bring down these infinity blocks to 10 blocks? No- then ask

again 50 blocks ok great.

3. I now set the intention to bring down all these blocks from infinity

down to 50 blocks, clear clear clear. Did I clear them all down to 50

blocks? Yes

4. Can I bring those 50 blocks down to zero? Yes

5. I set the intention to bring down these 50 blocks to zero, clear clear

cleared all of them from the holy spirit level down to my physical level.

6. Did I clear them all? Yes.



When it comes to exercise I have come across many clients who have

had traumas fromtheir old school days, or in their past lives or

inherited. Exercise trauma can be a huge block for people and can stop

people exercising. Obviously the benefits of exercise and ADHDare

massive so clear any blocks. Remember if you are struggling with this

please email info@adhcode.com for a FREE Strategy session.

Do you have exercise trauma? Some people do so check this and

release any energies that caused it?

Now, muscle test what kind of exercise suits your energy?You might

think you know this already. Youmight hate playing sports or hate going

to the gymbut youmight like swimming or going to a Zumba class.

Now is your chance to find out what is best for your energy and your

body. It might be dancing in the kitchen to 80’s music for 30 mins in

the morning and 30 mins in the afternoon! Exercise is a great way of

getting dopamine that will help you feel grounded as well as helping

you to feel fitter and to improve your sleep.

Exercise:



• Is it optimal to me to train at a gym? Is it optimal for me to hire a
personal trainer? Is it optimal for me to buy an exercise bike? To practice

Yoga? Pilates? How many times per week?

• Is it optimal to take up a Martial Art?Which one?

• Is it optimal for me to buy fitness equipment and train at home?

• Is it optimal for me to do fitness classes?Which classes? Zumba,

Cycling class, Legs, Bums, Tums, Aerobics?

• How many times per week is optimal? 3 times, 5 times?

• Is optimal for me to walk? Even if to start with 10 mins per day and
build it up to 30 mins per day?

• Is it optimal for me to use a skipping rope? If yes, for 10mins per day?
Or more? How many times per week is optimal for me to skip?

You can do bodyweight exercises easy enough. Below is an example of

an easy bodyweight circuit. Later, you can add weight exercises, include

a bench, callisthenic equipment, skipping rope - so you are slowing

building it up and progressing. However, ask if it is optimal to do these

things and whenwould it be optimal to buy a rope or to get a bench?

It all depends onwhat is right for your energy type, your body. You can

be your own trainer. (There are plenty of examples on you tube for

stretching and exercises). Remember to Cool down and stretch at the end

of your workouts.

Questions you can ask:

Warmup 5mins
Dynamic stretches, legs swings, hip

swings, arms swings, rotate head,

Star jumps 20

bodyweight squats 10

(2 rounds)

Main Exercise
Star jumps 20

Press Ups (optional against wall) 10

Squats 10

(3-5 rounds)

Cool Down and Stretch
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THE ADHD CODE

When I had ADHD, I would exercise every day, playing sports and I was

energetic because I was gettingmy hit of dopamine fromthe exercise.

I would feel so muchmore relaxed and grounded. My mind would slow down

but I still struggled because sometimes you just want to relax and not exercise

all the time.

You can muscle test and ask, “How much restful sleep am I getting each night

on average?”

And then ask, “What is optimal number of hours I need per night to wake up

rested?”

When I had ADHD, I was getting about 3 hours restful sleep every night on

average, so next day my head was all over the place, suffering from brain fog.

Sometimes I would suffer fromanxiety, or be hyper, impulsive or lack focus.

Ideally, I needed 12 hours every night to wake up rested and full of energy for

the next day. However, this wasn't practicable because it was as thoughmy

mind was racing at 500 mphwhen I got into bed, I was so hyper I couldn’t get

to sleep. Then, by the time I got to sleep it was very late and I thenwoke up

with all the ADHD symptoms again. It was a nightmare.

It’s all about how much deep rest you get!

Nowadays I can have 6 hours of deep sleep and get 25 hours of deep rest. So

the next day I have more than enough energy to exercise, complete tasks, as

well as spend time with friends/ family and everything else I wish to do.

To get you in the right direction you can practice meditation. Inmy experience,

the best meditation for people with ADHD is heart meditation, whichwe will

shortly describe. People with ADHD tend to be in their heads most of the day

and not in their bodies. Therefore, this kind of meditation is effective because

it helps you practice being in your body. It really is very simple.

Sleep andMeditation:
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This is one of the main challenges for people with ADHD. I remember growing

up withmy mum always moaning at me about my bedroom beingmessy.

Nowadays I use this free programme (XMInd)(find link below), so I can get

organised and I get everything completed. You can muscle test now if you have

any mental blocks around completing any tasks and release the energies that are

getting in your way so they you are muchmore likely to complete them. As I

complete each stage, I turn it to green and at the end of the day when they are

all green, I feel amazing, I have completed everything I intended too.

Organisation Skills:
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Ideally, when you do this switch off all lights, phones, TV screens by

9pm. All that blue light will keep your head buzzing.

Close your eyes when you are in bed, try to have your phone on silent

and keep the bedroompitch black if you can.

Place your hand on your heart and just focus on that space, whilst you

breath in and out just focus and feel your heart.

Continue feeling your heart and now add some love and appreciation to

it. You can think of your pet or a sunset, or a loved one. So, you can feel

that strong feeling of love and appreciation. Start with 5 mins of doing

this and gradually build it up to 15 mins.

Muscle test what would be the optimal time and frequency per week.

A short guide toHeart Meditation.

1

2

3

4

5



At this stage, you should have learnt about some of the solutions that will enable you to

cope better with your ADHD symptoms. However, when I tried all these methods, I still had

some symptoms, not quite as much as before but it didn’t really stop my mind fromracing at

500 mph. The real shift was when I released the energies that were causing an imbalance in

my dopamine and iron levels. As soon as I felt the release of it, my life changed forever in

profound ways beyond all expectations.

I encourage you to book in a 15 min Free Strategy Sessionwith myself to discuss your ADHD

symptoms and how it affects your life and how I can help you reap the same relief and

positive changes.

BOOK your FREE Strategy session todaywith Richard at ADHDCODE

Or email: info@adhdcode.com

Here is an example of a mind-maps;

Please click on the free download link below. I haven’t ever had to pay even after

the trial finished so don’t worry, just get started.

https:// www.xmind.net/download/

Final Comments:
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https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=19340534&appointmentType=21700837
https://www.xmind.net/download/

